VIC (Vitality Coin) Rewards, rewards Consumers and their
Care Team members with Services and Products, for
participating in, and adhering to, their health, wellbeing and
vitality plans, being operated within the dClinic's PHB
(Private Health- care Blockchain) Eco-Systems worldwide.
VIC Rewards, also rewards Token holders with yearly buyback options.
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What Is The Problem With Healthcare Today?
Governments, organizations, healthcare professionals and individuals cannot keep spending
money at the rate they are, to prop up their respective healthcare systems of the world.
Healthcare is going bankrupt at this rate of spend and the news does not get better.

Global Healthcare Expenditure Rising
Rising health care is leading to sustainability questions...per capita spend across Asia
is forecast to expand greatly to 2040.
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Outstripping GDP Growth

Healthcare Spending

Costs of Disease

Growth in healthcare

Healthcare spending in the

Prevalence of obesity has

expenditure outstripped GDP

world's major regions

doubled since 1990

growth between 2000-15 for

increases from 2.4% to 7.5%

13 out of 14 APAC economies

between 2015 and 2020

Healthcare needs help! VIC Rewards is here to assist the
healthcare system.
For moments in time, we are all patients, but for the most of our lives, we are consumers of
healthcare. The healthcare data we generate in a lifetime is, “BIG”, in fact, “VERY BIG”, and
the contributors are numerous. Healthcare systems worldwide are starting to recognize that
patients, need to be the center of their care and so systems are slowly, but surely starting to
move towards this model of care.
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The problem is much of this data exists in various systems and silos, not integrated or
providing useful data analytics to help promote positive healthcare outcomes. In addition,
patient contributions to their own healthcare data is minimal because they are not typically
incentivized to participate in or adhere to their care plans. So, the challenge is two-fold,
namely:
1. How do we create reliable and secure Eco-Systems that promote the dismantling of
the various silos of healthcare data, promoting integration and at the same time
bringing existing systems into this new Eco-System?
2. How do we create a system whereby consumers, (who are sometimes patients), and
care team professionals, contribute to, use, and value the healthcare data that is
potentially available?

Who is dClinic
For a number of years dClinic has been working initially, to educate the ASEAN region of the
benefits of blockchain, and in particular, its Private Healthcare Blockchain (PHB). During
these past years, dClinic has created a number of major partnerships, alliances, advisors
and successful projects around its PHB. These can be seen on www.dClinic.co. One of our
main projects around USD $140M in Indonesia is featured on the dClinic website.
dClinic’s main goal is to create the very Eco-Systems required by healthcare to allow the
dismantling of the various silos of healthcare data, promoting integration and at the same
time brining existing systems into this new Eco-System. We are being successful in ASEAN,
India and soon, the US.
dClinic has created VIC and VIC Rewards to complement its PHB technology. The
combination of PHB and VIC now opens the door to VIC being the default Healthcare Bitcoin
and PHB can quickly grow to be the default Universal Healthcare Blockchain (UMB).
dClinic’s success is therefore, VIC’s success and visa-versa. It is a holistic, symbiotic
relationship. Every dClinic client will have access to VIC as a rewards and payment tool, and
dClinic is already adapting the VIC for integration into Layer 2, Polkadot and Binance Chain.
VIC will become the default Healthcare Bitcoin. Its global adoption is almost certain through
the dClinic projects and blockchain platform API integrations.
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Potential Consumer Population for VIC
INDONESIA

ASEAN

INDIA

270M

622M

1.35B

% of the World's Population (7.6b)

3.6%

8%

15%

ASEAN and INDIA Constitute over 1/4 of the world's population available for VIC
Rewards

dClinic, however, also recognises the need for an incentives program to help drive consumer
and healthcare professional’s participation in and adherence to, their healthcare. The
solution for dClinic was to create and integrate a product called VIC Rewards.

VIC Rewards
VIC Rewards is a UTILITY TOKEN and is a Crypto loyalty program, whereby consumers,
who are sometimes patients, and care team professionals, can contribute, use, and value
the healthcare data that is potentially available through the numerous interactions
consumers of healthcare will have in their lifetime. By rewarding the consumers and their
care team members, we can drive positive healthcare outcomes through participation in and
adherence to their care plans.
The benefits for the healthcare system are potentially huge. If consumers can drive their own
desire to be and stay healthy, then the pressure on the healthcare system is greatly reduced.
If care professionals and other consumer actors can also be rewarded to help consumers
(patients) participate in and adhere to their care plans, then the greater chance the
governments, organizations and healthcare professionals have of driving sustainable
healthcare outcomes. Win, win!
“dClinic needs VIC Rewards and VIC Rewards needs dClinic”
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dClinic And VIC Rewards Co-existing
The dClinic PHB is a blockchain specifically created for, and dedicated to, healthcare data.
Healthcare data is regulated, always governed by sovereignty laws and highly consent
driven in terms of its use. So, the PHB is a Private Healthcare Blockchain.
On the other hand, VIC Rewards needs to be freely available for consumers and care team
members to buy, trade and spend. This requires a Public Blockchain, and in the first
instance, VIC Rewards will initially leverage the ERC-20 Blockchain infrastructure.
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So dClinic and VIC Rewards communicate using a secure gateway API, that ensures the
healthcare data is always secure and governed by the laws and consent models of the local
land, while VIC Rewards can intensify the users and participants of the dClinic PHB EcoSystems worldwide. Win win!

How VIC Rewards Work
VIC (vitality coin) are a form of crypto currency/token that is created and managed through
the use of advanced encryption techniques known as cryptography.
These tokens are stored as tradeable currency in a consumer’s crypto wallet (including
soon, a dedicated VIC wallet) and can be traded by consumers for other tokens, or for
services and products within the VIC Rewards eco-system which consists of partners and
other token currency traders.
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We believe that crypto wallets and crypto trading can only be achieved effectively for
healthcare consumers on a public blockchain in an eco-system such as the VIC Rewards
model.
For the consumer, you will earn VIC Rewards for participating in activities suggested to you
by your online surveys and assessments and given to you by your healthcare specialists to
support your healthcare outcome.

Examples of such tasks may be:
1. Having your annual health check
2. Keeping up with your vaccinations
3. Eating more fresh nutritious food
4. Cut back or quit smoking cigarettes
5. Filling out online follow up self-assessment
So how do you get rewards? A scenario would be, that you (the consumer) do your exercise
daily as part of your care plan tasks and activities. Once the task is done, the smart contract
notifies the VIC (Vitality coin/token) on the public blockchain and the reward is activated.
Another example of how this reward program works would be when you fly, your airline ticket
is private and only known to you because it contains private information like your passport
number. After you fly, you receive reward points and these points allow you to buy goods
and services such as wine or accommodation etc., so these points are public. The two data
blocks are separate but connected because the rewards feed off the private flight data. The
“smart contract” in this scenario is “you complete the flight so points can be rewarded”
Now, as a consumer, the more you work towards your health goals with your nominated care
team, the more VIC Rewards you will earn, which you can then use to purchase more health
and wellness services and products from our VIC Rewards Partners, to benefit your Journey
to Vitality.
The types of services and products you can expect to see on offer in our marketplace will
come from a large variety of businesses that will offer you everyday services and products to
assist you in living a better and healthier lifestyle from clinical and wellness services, travel,
accommodation, health consumables, along with services from our facility partners. For
example you may wish to use your VIC Rewards to purchase a spa treatment in full, a
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specialized clinical visit, or you may wish to spend some of your VIC Rewards towards
accommodation with a VIC Rewards Partner if you are having health and wellness treatment
at a participating facility nearby. There are multiple ways you can utilize the spend of your
VIC Rewards, but each way will still be a step toward a better, healthier you.

Why Is VIC Rewards Crypto Based?
Crypto is perfect for VIC Rewards! Most rewards programs are cumbersome and very
administrative heavy in terms of costs and upkeep. Public Blockchain and Crypto is perfect
for driving, maintaining and administering a rewards program.
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Is Crypto A Good Buy?
Please seek independent advice because VIC Rewards and dClinic are NOT financial
advisors, but with the most recent volatility in the stock markets due to worldwide
pandemics, the following observations can be noted.
Reality check - The global crisis created by coronavirus and the subsequent financial
market turmoil have many stock market investors looking into whether crypto currencies,
such as bitcoin, are a good investment for them.
What are we seeing - High Institutional Demand during and post COVID-19 because they
see crypto currencies as safe haven assets.
•

The stock market may lose its attractiveness after the coronavirus crisis due to
decreased demand for many companies ‘products, resulting in long-term declines in
corporate profits. Investors are seeking out investment options other than stocks
because investor’s can´t just put everything in cash.

•

Crypto currencies are attractive because there is still very little correlation between
them and traditional investments. This actually reduces the risk of a volatile stock
market to the investor.

•

Most investors have not yet incorporated crypto currency into their portfolios. The
time is right for such inclusion.

Healthcare Crypto, especially linked to a loyalty or rewards program, is arguably, one of the
most attractive options available for investors. No one else, a far as we know, is doing what
we are attempting to achieve through VIC as potentially being the default Healthcare Bitcoin.
This is because the link between sensitive healthcare data, healthcare organizations and
rewards through tokens has been fully understood by other companies and healthcare
players. dClinic and VIC Rewards truly understands this space. We have lived and worked in
this area for many, many years and we understand the complexity. This is how we have
been able to build the infrastructure that allow VIC Rewards to operate in this highly
sensitive space. We have cracked the code when it comes to operationalizing a healthcare
token and making it work for consumers (patients) and their healthcare partners. You are
only a patient, moments in time, but you are a healthcare consumer for your lifetime. Your
healthcare is valuable and you should be earning from it. VIC allows you this chance.
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Opportunity For VIC Rewards Purchasers
VIC Rewards has been leveraging the dClinic Eco-System projects in the ASEAN region to
advance its loyalty program. As part of these discussions, VIC Rewards is currently
negotiating various global healthcare related products and services to offer the VIC Rewards
community.
These products and services include;
•

Healthcare products such as cosmeceutical products,

•

Consumer focused healthcare products,

•

Well-being services in the ASEAN region,

•

Wellness and Vitality retreat accommodation and services,

•

IVF programs,

•

COVID-19 and other communicable disease Test Kits, and

•

Education programs.

These products and services will be extended over time and will include partners in other
regions.
In addition, these dClinic Eco-Systems will also have healthcare partners and integrators
that can start to create their own value propositions through loyalty programs using Crypto.
VIC Rewards is actively working with these partners to advance their own Crypto Rewards
programs.
VIC Rewards will be tradable with all these other Eco-System Crypto Rewards. VIC Rewards
will be the default and trusted base for all these rewards programs.
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VIC Rewards will be launched on a major ASEAN Crypto Exchange and then other
exchanges that enhance the availability and usability of the VIC Rewards based on the
various dClinic PHB Eco-Systems.
VIC Rewards has also already attracted many of the top exchanges over the last years and
we have purposefully tied the VIC Rewards listings to the growth of the PHB Eco-Systems in
the ASEAN region. The value and need for VIC Rewards continues to grow and we are
working with existing and new partners to launch and list the VIC Rewards to help maintain
its true utility value.
These are the fundamental keys to true utility for VIC Rewards to ensure continuing value
and effectiveness for all consumers and care team members.
As for VIC Rewards purchasers, we will also ensure yearly buyback options to help maintain
the value of the VIC Rewards.
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VIC Rewards Token Holder Summary
As a VIC Rewards token holder, how do I profit from VIC Rewards Token?
1. VIC Rewards will be used for part of or wholly for products and services in the PHB
Eco-System Marketplaces.
2. Products and Services will be charged for a certain number of VIC regardless of the
daily value of the VIC. This creates true utility through stability of currency value for
the VIC.
3. VIC will be the default and reliable Utility Token in the PHB Eco-Systems. VIC will
leverage dClinic´s success. VIC is linked to a successful business and business
model.
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4. VIC will have huge exposure through the PHB Eco-System and clients. VIC will not
be an obscure token, rather, VIC will be pervasive.
5. VIC will be listed and managed only on reputable exchanges where the PHB ECOSystem is implemented (ASEAN region first where there are a huge number of crypto
traders).
6. VIC can be traded with other PHB Eco-System Utility Tokens. Other approved
healthcare tokens will be invited into the PHB Eco-System.
7. Q4 of every year VIC Rewards will buy back a percentage of the VIC in the
marketplace giving all Token holders the opportunity to cash out of some or all of
their VIC.
*Note: The Issuer (dClinic and VIC Rewards) is not obliged to buy-back Tokens from
the consumer at any time and the Issuer is not indebted to the holder of the Token to
pay back the Token holder any amount for the Tokens. The Scheme is strictly a
discretionary scheme at the option of the Issuer and will be evaluated each year.
8. VIC Rewards´ future plan is to be a publicly listed company, and all Token holders in
VIC Rewards will be offered added buy back benefits. These additional benefits will
be declared on the VIC Rewards website at the time of public listing.
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Consumers can earn or purchase VICRew ards on a ublic
Bloc chain through their mart Contracts on the B.

Each Eco ystem has many Consumers
atients, Consumers and Care embers .

dClinic builds
B rivate ealthcare Bloc chain Eco ys
tems w ith many partners w ho provide d pps, Integrations,
roducts and ervices. or e ample, dClinic signs
project deal w ith B Batam for Batam and Indonesia
Consumers to utili e the dClinic
B. dClinic is
e panding into
E
region and India . B Consumers .

uccess of
VIC Rewards
Business odel

VIC Rew ards are used for roducts and
ervices in the Eco ystems.

Eco ystem interactions, true utility of the VIC, utility trad
ability and bac options allow the VIC to increaase in value.
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Tokenomics

invest

Private sales to date have exceeded USD$2.5M.
By mutual agreement with all private purchasers, all VIC Rewards allocated to private
sales thus far are in ESCROW and being managed by the dClinic management.
Management is responsibly committed to building the value in VIC Rewards.
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VICrewards.io

Fund Distribution

Purchasers looking to purchase VIC (vitality coins) or tokens will have to satisfy certain KYC
(Know Your Customer) standards to be eligible to buy coins in the business. Their identity
and documents verification will be governed by the Smart Contract, ensuring legality while
maintaining ease-of-use. This provides protection from fraud and losses due to illegal funds
and transactions and offers peace of mind to our VIC Token holders and associated
partners. As our commitment and transparency to our valued VIC Token holders, our VIC
Rewards website and our Smart Contracts have been audited externally.
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Roadmap

The VIC Rewards team have worked hard to meet the milestones already achieved.
We are continuing to upgrade and meet our milestones throughout our roadmap, and
we invite you to accompany us as we travel.
Note: Whilst we continue to strive to achieve our best and desired milestones, some
of these milestone deadlines may vary due to the effects of COVID -19 globally.
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VIC Rewards App
The VIC Rewards App has been designed with full transparency in mind for the consumer.
Just as a consumer has visual connection with their bank account, and they can see
increase and decrease of funds and pending activities, we have chosen the same visual with
our VIC Rewards app. We want consumers to be excited and motivated by having access to
their healthcare task rewards to increase the participation in, and continued adherence, to
their healthcare and vitality plans. This gives new meaning to a healthcare app which might
ordinarily sit dormant for months or years. Giving value to an individual’s healthcare is a
great incentive for consumers to participate in token rewards through our VIC Rewards app.
With the successful roll out of VIC Token Rewards, it can encourage other PHB clients to
create and build valuable utility tokens that consumers could also trade VIC (Vitality Coins)
with, for other provider, products and services.
The Consumer will be able to connect to, and see what´s in their VIC Wallet, (Vitality Coin
Wallet). They will be able to transfer tokens and coins as they take advantage of what´s
offered in the marketplace by VIC Rewards Partners. Also allowing them to connect to
regular health and wellbeing hot offers across the participating demographics and enjoy the
local product and services.
Consumers can also use the VIC Chat that keeps them connected with their team of health
and wellbeing specialists and careers who can assist them with attaining their health goals.
Having access to health and wellbeing transactions in one place is easy, convenient, and
incentive for consumers to keep using and earning VIC Rewards so they can enjoy more
vitality in life.
In addition, the VIC Rewards App, administration assistant will help keep basic consumer
information updated so they can continue to receive all the rewards earn. This is also a
major cost saver in the administration area to healthcare providers, insurance organizations,
and governments alike.
The VIC Rewards App and VIC Rewards Wallet will be released in Q1 2022.
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VIC Rewards Wallet
The VIC Rewards wallet will be where you can purchase, store, view and trade your various
VIC (vitality coins) tokens along with tokens from other exchanges. Registering with the
simple but effective KYC (know your customer) process gives you peace of mind that your
investment is safe and secure. This system will also be the way of verifying payouts as you
redeem your points on a daily basis.
We are creating a sustainable Omni channel Eco-system reward program, based on a multitoken public healthcare blockchain.
The economic implications of chronic and acute diseases, such as heart disease, diabetes,
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obesity and mental health issues is staggering, and only continuing to increase.
Whilst governments continue to increase the total public health expenditure, consumers

around the globe are paying the price, with higher contributions to health and life insurance,
higher copays and deductibles, reduction or elimination of coverage, and trade-offs of
insurance benefits against wage or salary increases.
We believe governments, healthcare organizations, and insurance companies can promote
wellness and vitality programs to consumers by making them easily available and
encouraging participation through a rewards or loyalty program.
Research is showing that significant saving’s can be achieved throughout the industry within
as little as 12-18 months with implementing a wellness and vitality program based on
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rewarding consumers for their participation and adherence. Beyond cost savings and
increased productivity, employers are also realizing the value of an employee´s total output
by keeping their staff healthy.
For the consumer, the value speaks for itself, as they participate and adhere to their health
and vitality plan, they earn more VIC Rewards that they can then use to buy or trade for
services, and products from VIC Rewards Partners. By participating, either by purchasing or
earning VIC Rewards, the consumer holds precious investment in their token wallet.
Tradable tokens and dollars that will only increase in value as the demand for VIC tokens
increases.
Tokens tradable with other exchanges provides a perfect window to help create more
healthcare crypto business traders, and also creates an avenue for new revenue and
business models for other healthcare providers.
By buying tokens and investing in VIC Rewards, you increase the demand for VIC, and as
we increase our partnerships in VIC Rewards, your VIC dollars and tokens will hold even
more value. Having tokens trading in a multi token blockchain becomes even more attractive
and incentivized with integration of wearable technology, wellness services, and data
collection on dClinic´s PHB, making attaining wellness and vitality rewards easier than ever.
It makes sense to invest in your wallet as well as your health.
We will always work in the best interests of VIC Rewards token holders to provide benefits
and rewards to improve the value of the vitality coin "VIC".
All benefits, rewards, services and products will be listed and updated regularly on the VIC
Rewards website and management will continue to refine its VIC Rewards Program over
time to ensure real value and rewards are always being offered to all VIC Rewards token
holders, and coin and token holders. An example of this is, dClinic is anticipating offering the
VIC Rewards program to hospitals and healthcare facilities worldwide.
Our vision: VIC Rewards will be recognized internationally as a universal payment modality
for medical services, across the globe. Any hospital, healthcare facility or care provider that
accepts VIC Rewards coins or tokens, can operate in the eco system and trade tokens and
coins for products and services.
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Satur has worked in IT for over 30

Artificial Intelligence projects where
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extensive experience in building
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University of Technology and

loyalty programs and is currently

team of Information Specialists locate
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managing all operational

in the Gurugram office, India.

setup an IT Development

deployment of the VIC Rewards
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Solutions for major corporates

Singapore office
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based in Australia, Dr Satur heads
the global team at VIC Rewards.
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currency space.
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Administrative Assistant
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Ian Scarffe
Strategic Advisor
Ian Scarffe is a serial entrepreneur, investor and consultant with business

Clinical Team & Advisors
Click Here

experience from around the world. As a leading entrepreneur, Ian is on a
personal mission to develop a culture of entrepreneurship, helping startups
achieve their full potential as well as helping to expand existing companies.
Ian has founded ‘Bin plus’, a startup incubator in Europe. Ian is an
Independent Expert at the European Commission - Horizon 2020
Horizon 2020 is the biggest European Union Research and Innovation
programme ever with nearly €8 billion of funding available – in addition to
the private investment that this money will attract. It promises more
breakthroughs, discoveries and world-firsts by taking great ideas from the lab
to the market. Experts make their services available as part of the ongoing
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.
A leading expert in Startup, Investment, Fintech and Blockchain industries.
Ian currently consults and advises for a range of multi-million dollar
companies.
Ian’s overall mission is to foster a society of economically independent
individuals who are engaged citizens, contributing to the improvement of
their communities across the world.
Ian Scarffe has outstanding entrepreneurial skills and commercial acumen
with innovation and motivation. With the capacity to work at strategic levels,
Ian possess exceptional interpersonal, communication and negotiation skills.
A passion for customer service, wealth of knowledge and vast amounts of
hands on experience in almost every role, means Ian has valuable insight
into millions of customers, proving him to be a valuable asset to companies
across the globe.
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Token Sale Disclaimer
This Website, White Paper and Investor Deck is for information purposes only and is
not a statement of future intent.
VIC Rewards makes no warranties or representations as to the successful launch of the
Token Sale, or achievement of any other activities noted in this paper, and disclaims any
warranties implied by law or otherwise, to the extent permitted by law.
No person is entitled to rely on the contents of the VIC Rewards website, or any inferences
drawn from it, including in relation to any interactions with VIC Rewards, the Token Sale or
the technologies mentioned in this paper.
VIC Rewards disclaims all liabilities for any loss or damage of whatsoever kind (whether
foreseeable or not) which may arise from any person acting on any information and opinions
relating to VIC Rewards, the VIC Rewards Platform or any information which is made
available in connection with any further enquiries, notwithstanding any negligence, default or
lack of care.
Whilst every effort is made to ensure that statements of facts made in this website are
accurate, all estimates, projections, forecasts, prospects, expressions of opinion and other
subjective judgments contained in this website are based on assumptions considered to be
reasonable as of the date of the document in which they are contained and must not be
construed as a representation that the matters referred to therein will occur.
Any plans, projections or forecasts mentioned in this website may not be achieved due to
multiple risk factors including without limitation defects in technological developments, legal
or regulatory exposure, market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, or the
unavailability of complete and accurate information.
All Token Sale information contained in this document is intended to be indicative only and is
not a statement of VIC Rewards’ intentions. ny such information may be changed by VIC
Rewards prior to the Token Sale. If so, any new documentation will supersede this document
and be available at https://vicrewards.io
Some purchasers from certain countries are not allowed to invest in this VIC rewards
sale. Please check your local regulations.
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Contact Us
Our Global Community

We care about our community, we understand that our community is linked to our success
as we are all consumers and have a fundamental need to have good health, wellbeing and
vitality to live a quality of life. We support and are proud of the growth and sustainability that
we have achieved in our community over the past months.
VIC Rewards makes no warranties or representations as to the successful launch of the
Token Sale, or achievement of any other activities noted in this paper, and disclaims any
warranties implied by law or otherwise, to the extent permitted by law.
Join our community here:
Global

Indonesia

Korea

Vietnam

contact@vicrewards.io | invest@vicrewards.io
VIC Rewards, Product of dClinic PTE LTD
22 Malacca Street #04-03 RB Capital Building, Singapore, 048980
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